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A sensitive issue

ZeePrint for Print Server

Printing failure, undetected printers, unsufficient, bad

ZeePrint for Print Server allows compression of every print

installation

printers

job, resulting into significant reduce of bandwidth. This

management…In a company, users often complain about

solution also allows managing all the printers available on

printing, but information is often not very clear….

the network thanks to a unique and centralized console.

ZeeTim engineers addressed these issues by designing

ZeePrint for Print Server provides a high availability of the

solutions that are adapted to the large number of

infrastructure which allows to configure several available

deployed architectures. The goal is to simplify the

services thanks to a load balancing mechanism.

of

pilots,

lack

of

visibility

on

management of printers as well as offering a qualitative
user experience.

ZeePrint Thin
ZeePrint

Thin

ZeePrint Report - ZeePrint Archive
simplifies

the

printing

in

a

virtual

ZeePrint Report insures a detailed reporting on every

environment via a unique virtual printer for all users. With

printing task performed through ZeePrint. It’s a web portal

ZeePrint Thin, you do not need an automatically created

with data such as number of prints per user, number of

printer or a script. You can enjoy a reinforced stability of

pages, most used printers, etc. You can also generate

your servers and do not have to install printer drivers

monthly reports about the trends of your printing

anymore.

infrastructure.

ZeePrint Thin is compatible with all Citrix ICA/HDX and

ZeePrint

Microsoft RDS clients. A compressed flow is sent to the

documents in a secure way. You can access these

printer and bandwidth consumption is also reduced for a

documents anytime via a web interface and users can

fluid and optimized access to applications, without any

visualize their printed documents and edit it, if needed.

Archive

allows

archiving

quality loss.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES

CERTIFICATION

Solutions

Compatibility

ZeePrint Thin
ZeePrint for Print Server

Windows Server 2008 - 2008 R2
Windows Server 2012 - 2012 R2
Windows 7

ZeePrint Client

Windows 8 - 8.1
Mac OSX 10.7 -10.8 - 10.9

Modules

Features

ZeePrint Thin

Simplifies printing in a Citrix or RDS environment thanks to a unique virtual
printer for all users

ZeePrint Client

Ensures reception of printing through existing virtual channel from a ICA/
HDX or RDS session

ZeePrint Server

Compresses print flows before sending them to distant printing stations

ZeePrintD

Decompresses printing flows and send them to printers

ZeePrint Archive

Archives printed files in a database

THEY CHOSE ZEEPRINT

ZEEPRINT ARCHITECTURE

Contact-us to test our printing solution.
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